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ruler arose in this little land of Sinim who led. his armies out and conquered

the whole of China and for a brief period had the whole land. of China in sub

jection and he was able to establish rlat1onship with foreign laths to some

extent and they his empire and. our modern name of China i a derived

from the nme of -this small section of China which was the first section from

which China was unified, even though that particular unification of China

lasted a comparatively short time. Now it is very intersting that it should
are

so happen that we/dealing with this passage right now; these facts about China

I got from a Professor of Chinese studies in the University of Pennsylvania

some years ago, but it is rather interesting when we are just discussing this

now that last Friday or Saturday I happened to pick up in the public library

the new book by Toynbee, the noted English historian, in which he tells his

thought for the future of the human race end. thinks it likely than in a few

years only the pigmies and of central Africa will be living and that

all the rest will be killed off from the atomic bomb, etc. , and from them will

come the new race that will fill up the new earth in the course of the next

fifteen or twenty thousand years. Time magazine has t a review of the book

in its last issue in which it hp half-page picture of these

of central Africa to show what the population of the world is apt to look like

ten tousand years lom now. Now, as I glanced through that book of Toynbee's

he discussed. in it at one place the race unification of the greater part of

Europe by the Roman empire and of China by these rulers from Sin and he put

these two together in one of the essays that form that new book which he has

just published. That was a rather interesting, recent evidence of the fact

that my understanding from Professor in University of Pennsylvania

a few years ago agrees with the 'mderstathing of t!ie phase of Chinese history

which Professor Toynbee holds in " Well now this, then, makes

it very intresting that Isaiah should have used in advance a name which might

naturally have been used for China in his day and then that that name would

come to remain universally used outside of China for China to this day and. a
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